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CONFERENCE
APPROVAL FORM
(NID 9770.1)
1. 
SECTION A:  EVENT AND CONTACT INFORMATION
16. SIGNATURES OF INNOVATOR(S), WITNESS(ES), AND NASA APPROVAL
15. CONFERENCE TYPE
16. ARE NASA'S COSTS LIMITED TO ATTENDANCE AND EXHIBITS AT ANOTHER ENTITY'S EVENT?
17. PER CRITERIA IN NID 9770.1, IS NASA A PRIMARY SPONSOR?
SECTION B:  ESTIMATED NUMBER OF ATTENDEES
16. SIGNATURES OF INNOVATOR(S), WITNESS(ES), AND NASA APPROVAL
18. ESTIMATED NASA FUNDED ATTENDEES 
19. ESTIMATED TOTAL ATTENDEES (NASA Primary Sponsor Events Only)
SECTION C:  ESTIMATED NASA COSTS BY LOCATION
16. SIGNATURES OF INNOVATOR(S), WITNESS(ES), AND NASA APPROVAL
ALL EVENTS
COMPLETE ONLY WHEN NASA IS SELECTING THE FACILITY
PREFERRED/SELECTED
LOCATION 1
(Column A)
LOCATION 2
(Column B)
LOCATION 3
(Column C)
NASA/FED LOC
(Column D)
ADDITIONAL
(Column E)
20. LOCATION 
ATTENDANCE COSTS
21a. NASA Employees 
21b. Other NASA Funded Attendees 
21. TOTAL ATTENDANCE COSTS
22. EXHIBIT COSTS(At Conferences NOT Organized/Hosted by NASA)
SPONSORSHIP COSTS
23a. Sponsorship Fee (paid to event organizer/host)
23b. Facility Rental
23c. Support Contractor and Other
23. TOTAL SPONSORSHIP COSTS
24. TOTAL CONFERENCE COSTS
SECTION D:  PROCUREMENT INFORMATION
16. SIGNATURES OF INNOVATOR(S), WITNESS(ES), AND NASA APPROVAL
SECTION E:  JUSTIFICATION AND RECOMMENDATION
16. SIGNATURES OF INNOVATOR(S), WITNESS(ES), AND NASA APPROVAL
30. DOES NASA'S TOTAL ESTIMATED COST EXCEED $100,000?
32. JUSTIFICATION STATEMENT. Attach a justification statement explaining: (1) how the conference advances the mission of the agency, (2) why the proposed levels of attendance are justified, (3) why the proposed levels of expenditure are justified, (4) the other options considered for achieving the level of benefit afforded by this conference, and (5) if the costs are expected to exceed $500,000 attach a separate statement specifically addressing the “existing exceptional circumstances that make spending in excess of $500,000 on a single conference the most cost-effective option for achieving a compelling purpose.”  Any other special costs or recommendations from the approving official should also be included in this attachment.
33. CENTERS AND HQ OFFICE WITH COSTS EXCEEDING $50,000.   By signing below the lead Approving Official confirms that the Center Directors and HQ Office OICs proposing costs greater than $50,000 have concurred in the stated justification for the level of attendance and other support costs being recommended.
CENTER/OFFICE
(Column A)
NASA FUNDED ATTENDEES
(Column B)
ATTENDANCE COSTS
 (Column C)
OTHER COSTS
 (Column D)
TOTAL COST
(Column E)
NASA TOTAL
SECTION F:  SIGNATURES
16. SIGNATURES OF INNOVATOR(S), WITNESS(ES), AND NASA APPROVAL
IMPORTANT: By signing, the Approving Official certifies that he/she has reviewed and concurs with the proposed attendance and estimated costs.  In addition, the Approving Official commits to containing event costs within the applicable approval thresholds.
SECTION G:  ROUTING
16. SIGNATURES OF INNOVATOR(S), WITNESS(ES), AND NASA APPROVAL
36. If the Approving Official is committing to limiting NASA's actual cost to less than $100,000, submit this signed form to the NSSC atNSSC@nasa.gov with the email subject line “NF1784 - [Name of Event]”If the Approving Official is recommending that the cost exceed $100,000, submit the signed form to the NSSC with a copy to the HQ OCFO Policy Division for Deputy Administrator or Administrator review and determination.
SECTION H:  HEADQUARTERS PROCESSING
16. SIGNATURES OF INNOVATOR(S), WITNESS(ES), AND NASA APPROVAL
37. DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR OR ADMINISTRATOR DETERMINATION (conferences with estimated costs over $100,000 only):
NF1784 Conference Approval Form
  
GENERAL INFORMATION
Purpose
NASA Form (NF) 1784, “Conference Approval Form,” documents that a NASA organization planning to sponsor a conference has 1) conducted a thorough cost comparison of all costs including travel associated with at least three potential sites for the event to identify the site that provides the best value to the Government, and 2) considered NASA and/or other Federal sites.  In addition, the NF1784 documents that any events, whether sponsored or not, that have planned expenses of at least $75,000 have received review to confirm that the planned cost level is reasonable and appropriate.  The term conference is used here as defined in NID 9770.1
Events That Require an NF1784
The NF1784 is required for:
1)         Any planned conference organized/hosted by a NASA Center or Headquarters Office with estimated costs of at least $20,000. 
2)         Any planned conference expenditures for participant travel, registration fees, and exhibit costs funded by NASA that exceed $75,000 for a single conference.
When and How to Submit the NF1784
The sponsoring organization's assigned Point of Contact (POC) for the conference (or other appropriate POC, see NOTE in next paragraph) should email a PDF of the signed final NF1784 and supporting documents to the NASA Conference Tracking System (NCTS) Moderator at the NASA Shared Services Center (NSSC) at NSSC@NASA.gov with the email subject line “NF1784” followed by the event's official name.  These materials must be submitted a) before the sponsoring organization commits any non-refundable deposits or other funds for the event, and b) no later than 6 months before the start of the event.  (Exception: funds may be committed for conference support contractor costs associated only with conducting the site comparison and preparing the NF1784.)
NOTE: Some Centers require that completed NF1784s be submitted by the Center travel coordinator or Conference Reporting POC. 
Conference sponsor organization POCs should follow their Center requirements in this regard.  For questions, contact your Center travel coordinator or Center Conference Reporting POC (listed on the Conference Resource Website (www1.nasa.gov/conferences).
NF1784 Review and Approval
The NF1784 is signed by the event's POC and the Center Director or Official-in-Charge (OIC) of a Headquarters Office. 
Source of Requirement, Additional Guidance, and Resources
The Federal Travel Regulation (FTR) requires conference sponsors to "minimize all conference costs, including administrative costs, conference attendees' travel costs, and conference attendees' time costs" and to "maximize the use of government-owned facilities as much as possible.”  Further, you must “(a) Limit your agency's representation to the minimum number of attendees determined by a senior official necessary to accomplish your agency's mission; and (b) Provide for the consideration of travel expenses when selecting attendees.” Accordingly, the FTR and NASA NID 9770.1 require sponsoring organizations to compare costs of at least three alternate conference sites before deciding on a site.  The cost comparisons must include all NASA costs, both those NASA pays directly (e.g., to venues, caterers, conference support contractors, etc.) and those NASA reimburses to travelers.  In addition, the NASA Administrator's Memorandum of November 16, 2005 requires planners to choose venues that “minimize, to the greatest extent possible, an appearance of impropriety.”  Finally, the NASA Office of the Inspector General (OIG) report on FY09 Q1 NASA-sponsored conferences recommended, inter alia, certain controls to improve implementation of the FTR and NASA Federal Travel Regulation Supplement (NFTRS) provisions, encourage use of NASA and/or other Federal conference sites, and prevent excessive food and beverage costs.
Further guidance on conference attendance and sponsorship is provided in NASA Interim Directive (NID) 9770.1, NASA Conference Approval and Reporting.  The NID, the Administrator's Memorandum, links to the NFTRS (NPR 9700, “Travel”), user aids, and other assistance are available at the Conference Resource Website (www1.nasa.gov/conferences).
 
DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS
Block 1         Original or Amended:  Check the box that indicates the status of this submission.  An amended NF1784 is required whenever (1) the revised total cost estimate exceeds the previously submitted estimate by 25% or (2) the revised total cost exceeds a threshold ($100,000 or $500,000) that requires specific approval when such approval has not previously been received.
Block 2         NCTS Conference Code:  Enter the Conference Code assigned in the NASA Conference Tracking System (NCTS) for this conference.  The NCTS Conference Code, plus the official conference name, together comprise the conference's unique Identifier.  The POC should promptly post the Conference Code prominently on any information (websites, email notices, etc.) associated with the event and remind attendees to include the Conference Code on all travel and procurement documents.
SECTION A:  EVENT AND CONTACT INFORMATION
Blocks 3-5         Point of Contact Name, Phone Number, and Email Address: Provide the name and contact information of the primary POC the sponsoring organization has assigned to the event.
Block 6         Official Event Name: Use the full, formal name the sponsor has selected for the event.  If the event is a conference, this name will be comprised of the NCTS Conference Code and the name the sponsor selected.  Once established in NCTS, the name may not be changed.  Be precise and consistent regarding spelling (e.g., use “Second” or “2nd” in the same manner as it is used in official conference materials) so that attendees who look up the event in NCTS or elsewhere can find it easily.
Blocks 7-8         Planned Start Date and Planned End Date: First and last official days of the event as determined by the organizer/host.
Blocks 9-11         Event City, Event State, and Event Country: Event location.         
Block 12         Event Primary Sponsor/Organizer: Use the organization's official name (not acronym).  If this is a NASA event, this will be the same organization as noted in block 14.  If the event is organized by another organization, use that organization.  
Block 13         Event Website URL: Provide URL if the event has a website.         
Block 14         NASA Sponsoring Organization: Use the organization's official name (not code).  This will be the NASA Center or Office of the Approving Official listed in Block 35.          
Block 15         Conference Type: Describe how the event advances NASA's mission or operations.         
Block 16         Are NASA's costs limited to attendance and exhibits at another entity's event?  If “Yes,” only the listed sections must be completed.  If “No,” go to Block 17.         
Block 17         Per Criteria in NID 9770.1, is NASA a Primary Sponsor?  Complete the listed sections based on the choice of “Yes” or “No.”         
SECTION B:  ESTIMATED NUMBER OF ATTENDEES 
Block 18                 Estimated Number of NASA Funded Attendees: Enter the estimate by organizational affiliation type:
Block 18a        NASA Funded Employee Attendees: Estimated number of NASA employees whose attendance costs will be funded by NASA.
Block 18b        Other NASA Funded Attendees:  Estimated number of individuals, other than NASA employees, whose attendance costs will be funded by NASA.
Block 18c        Total NASA Funded Attendees:  Enter the sum of Blocks 18a and 18b
Block 18d        Brief Justification for Number of NASA-Funded Attendees.
Block 19                 Estimated Total Attendees:  Complete this section only if “Yes” was selected in Block 17.  Enter the expected total number of attendees in each category without regard to the entity that will be funding their attendance costs.  The numbers in this block will include the NASA funded attendees entered in Block 18 and should never be less than the numbers entered in Block 18.  The numbers entered here should be the basis for determining the size of the facility needed to house the conference.
Block 19a        Total NASA Employee Attendees:   Enter the estimated total number of NASA employees attending the conference. 
Block 19b        Total Other Attendees:  Enter the estimated total number of attendees who are not NASA employees.  
Block 19c        Total Attendees:  Enter the sum of Blocks 19a and 19b.
SECTION C:  ESTIMATED NASA COSTS BY LOCATION
Provide estimated costs based on provider quotes and/or your calculations, as appropriate.  If the cost is estimated to be zero, input a zero.  If “Yes” was selected in Block 16, complete only Column A, blocks 21, 22 and 24.  If “No” was selected in Block 16, complete all applicable blocks of Section C.
Block 20                   Location:  Enter the name of the venue where the conference is being held.  
Specify at least four cost-effective, practicable alternative locations for the conference, at least one of which is entirely on a NASA Center, within HQ, or at another Federal facility.  You may compare more than one NASA/Federal facility if you like; list it in the “Additional” column.  Include only locations that are available in the desired timeframe and that provide adequate facilities; if a location you intended to use for the comparison does not meet these criteria, identify another to assess.
Column A:     Preferred/Selected Location:  If NASA is selecting the conference site enter the preferred/selected venue.  If NASA did not select the location, enter the venue selected by the entity hosting/organizing the conference.  
Column B and C:         Locations 2 & 3:  When NASA is selecting the conference location, enter the alternative sites that were considered in determining the most cost-effective and practical location.  These columns are not used when NASA is not hosting/organizing the conference.
Column D:     NASA/FED LOC:  When NASA is selecting the conference location, enter the alternative NASA or Federal site that was considered in determining the most cost-effective and practical location.  This column is not used when NASA is not hosting/organizing the conference, or if the preferred/selected location is a NASA/Fed location reported in Column A.
 Column E:     ADDITIONAL:  When NASA is selecting the conference location, enter any alternative NASA or Federal site that was considered in determining the most cost-effective and practical location.  This column is not used when NASA is not hosting/organizing the conference.
Attendance Costs:   If the conference is hosted/organized by an organization other than NASA, only Column A applies.  Columns A through E are applicable when NASA is hosting/organizing the conference.
Block 21a.       NASA Employees:   Enter the estimated total cost of travel, lodging, M&IE, and registration fees for NASA employees. Also include presentation costs, such as technical paper or abstract submission fees and other costs of presentations by NASA personnel at conferences hosted by organizations other than NASA.  Do not include labor costs.
Block 21b.       Other NASA Funded Attendees:  Enter the estimated total cost of travel, lodging, M&IE, registration, and presentation fees that will be funded by NASA for persons who are not NASA employees.  
Block 21          Total Attendance Costs:  In each column, enter the sum of Blocks 21a and 21b from that column
Exhibit Costs:  Complete this section only if “Yes” was selected in Block 16 or “No” was selected in Block 17.
Block 22                 Exhibit Costs:  Enter the total cost for exhibits, exhibit space, and other costs necessary for NASA exhibits at conferences hosted by organizations other than NASA.  If exhibit space is included as an ancillary part of a sponsorship package, include the cost in Block 23a.  Do not list it in Block 22. 
Sponsorship Costs:  Provide estimates based on written quotes received or event support contract documents (if used).  Retain all documentation to substantiate estimates.
Block 23a        Sponsorship Fees:  All sponsorship funding paid by NASA to another organization that is organizing/hosting the conference.  In cases where the sponsorship fee includes exhibit and/or registration fees as part of the overall sponsorship package, enter the total sponsorship cost in Block 23a.  Do not duplicate the included registration fees in Block 21 or the exhibit fees in Block 22.  
Block 23b        Facility Rental:  All NASA costs for facilities used for the event.
Block 23c        Support Contractor and Other:  All remaining NASA costs not included in the above categories.  Included here are: (a) Costs (including labor and burden) of NASA conference support contractors directly supporting the NASA sponsored conference (including supporting the event approval/NF1784 process) and (b) NASA costs for event audio-visual support, and other costs (e.g., displays, presentations, sound, recording, copiers, copy service, etc., unless part of a fixed price facility rental package).
Block 23          Total Sponsorship Costs:  For Column A enter the sum of Blocks 23a through 23c.  For Columns B through E enter the sum of Blocks 23b and 23c.
Block 24          Total Conference Costs:  For Column A enter the sum of Blocks 21, 22, and 23.  For Columns Bthrough E enter the sum of Blocks 21 and 23.  
Block 25          Describe Rationale for Selected Site:  Explain your rationale for choosing all sites listed in Block 20 for comparison and for choosing the site eventually selected.  In all cases, include the reason for choosing the general area (e.g., city or airport area) and for choosing the specific venue(s) (Federal facility, conference center, etc.) within that area.  Then explain why the site eventually selected was chosen as the best value for the Government.
SECTION D:  PROCUREMENT INFORMATION
Block 26          Contract Vehicle(s):  Identify any contract vehicle(s) being used to support the conference (Contract and Order/Task Number or other Agreement Number). 
Block 27          Support Contractor(s):  Identify the NASA funded support contractor(s) supporting the conference.
Block 28          Proposed Scope for Work for Conference Support Services:  Describe the proposed scope of work for the conference support contract and any unusual aspects or costs (e.g. high burden rates).  You may attach a proposal/SOW.
Block 29          Procurement POC:  Provide a point of contact in the procurement office if a contract is being used.  Enter the name, email address, and phone number of the procurement POC.  If an alternative method is to be used for conference support, give a primary point of contact for follow-up questions.
SECTION E:  JUSTIFICATION AND RECOMMENDATION
Block 30          Does NASA's Total Estimated Cost Exceed $100,000?  If “Yes,” complete Section E and Section F.  If No, skip Blocks 31-33 and complete Section F.  
Block 31          Estimated JPL Attendance and Costs:  If “Yes” is selected in Block 30, provide an estimate of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) attendance level and costs.  This information will be used for comparison purposes with the planned NASA employee attendance level and costs.  To obtain estimated JPL data, contact the NASA Management Office (NMO) for assistance. 
Block 32          Justification Statement: Attach a justification statement explaining: (1) how the conference advances the mission of the agency, (2) why the proposed levels of attendance are justified, (3) why the proposed levels of expenditure are justified, (4) the other options considered for achieving the level of benefit afforded by this conference, and (5) if the costs are expected to exceed $500,000, attach a separate statement specifically addressing the “existing exceptional circumstances that make spending in excess of $500,000 on a single conference the most cost-effective option for achieving a compelling purpose.”
Block 33          Centers and HQ Offices with Costs Exceeding $50,000.  The Center Director or OIC of a Headquarters Office recommending attendance or other costs greater than $50,000 shall provide the information identified in the columns below.  Also, The Center Director or HQ OIC shall attach a statement justifying the level of attendance and other costs being proposed.  Additional lines should be added as needed and the last line shall contain the Agency totals for each column.
Column A:     Center/Office.  Enter the name of the Center or HQ Office whose information is contained on this line.
Column B:     NASA Funded Attendees:  Enter the number of Attendees being funded by the Center or HQ Office.
Column C:     Attendance Costs:  Enter the amount of attendance costs being funded by the Center or HQ Office for this conference.
Column D:     Other Costs: Enter the amount of all other conference costs being funded by the Center or HQ Office for this conference.
Column E:     Total: Enter the total cost the Center or HQ Office is proposing to fund for this conference.
SECTION F:  SIGNATURES
Block 34          Event POC:  Enter the name and signature of the event POC along with the date signed.
Block 35          Approving Official:  Enter the name and signature of the Center Director or HQ OIC along with the date signed.  By signing the NF1784, the Approving Official confirms that the Center Directors and HQ Office OICs proposing costs greater than $50,000 have concurred in the stated justification for the overall level of attendance and other support costs being recommended.  In addition, the Approving Official is committing to contain the event costs to within 25% of the total estimate in Block 24 and within the applicable reporting tier maximum threshold, as documented in NID 9770.1.  
SECTION G:  ROUTING
Block 36          If the Approving Official is committing to limiting the actual cost to less than $100,000, submit the signed form to NSSC.  If the Approving Official is recommending that the cost exceed $100,000, submit the signed form to NSSC and a copy to the HQ OCFO, Policy Division.
SECTION H:  HEADQUARTERS PROCESSING
Block 37          Deputy Administrator or Administrator Determination:  HQ OCFO will update the status of the Request following receipt of the Deputy Administrator's determination and, if costs exceeding $500,000 are being recommended, the Administrator's waiver decision.
Block 38          Date Decided and Comments:  HQ OCFO will indicate the decision date and any comments provided by the Deputy Administrator or Administrator.
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